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Love & Hip Hop: Atlanta (Series 6)

16 x 60'

EPISODIC BREAKDOWN

1. Who's Your Daddy

Joseline and Stevie struggle over the paternity of her unborn child. Tommie faces legal problems
because of her ongoing beef with Joseline. Karlie and Joc rekindle their old flame. When a
mysterious stranger drops a bomb, Kirk and Rasheeda's marriage is placed in serious jeopardy.

2. Family Matters

The Frosts, Kirk's alleged baby mama Jasmine, and her boyfriend Rod deal with the
consequences of Jasmine's bomb drop. Joseline and Stevie sit face to face for the first time in
months, and Joseline leaves the meeting with shocking news for her friend Melissa. Momma Dee
and Ernest deal with marital issues. Tommie's out of jail and meeting up with her mom, and
surrogate mom, KK. And Stevie's teenage daughter makes a surprise visit.

3. Sister Wives

Rasheeda deals with the blow of Kirk's infidelity. Rod and Jasmine's unconventional relationship is
revealed. Waka tries to make things right with Tammy. Tommie strikes up new friendships, but
clashes with Karlie. Joseline attempts to resolve her paternity issues.

4. Beginnings and Endings

Tommie is mixing it up with new friends and potentially a new man. The end may be near for
Scrappy and Bambi. Karlie finds out some shocking details about Jasmine which prompts Joc to
reveal a secret. And there are new players in town as owner of The Glam Shop Sierra, Houston
hottie Tresure P, and vlogging, nail slayer Lovely Mimi and enter the mix.

5. War and Peace

Joseline wants to gather old friends and new and asks for Melissa's help. Joc and Karlie go on
two explosive double dates. Tresure and Tommie face off. Kirk continues to deal with the fallout of
his infidelity. Moriah's married man is revealed. Rod and Jasmine decide that enough is enough.
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6. Frenemies

Joc confronts his ex Sina about her relationship with Rod. Moriah's married man is revealed.
Joseline rekindles an old friendship, and shoots a music video where enemies come face to face
and a marriage is destroyed. Stevie goes to great lengths to bring his family together.

7. Grapes of Wrath

Tommie's new business venture has people wondering if she's making good decisions.Joseline
and Stevie face off in court, right before the paternity test results come in. When Dime reveals she
and Joseline have reconciled, her friendships with the other ladies are put to the test. Waka plots
to fix his marriage. Sierra confronts Moriah.

8. In Due Time

Tommie's wine tasting brings drama and a surprise guest. Scrappy holds Kirk to the fire on the
paternity of baby Kannon. Karlie finds out some truths about Joc. Joseline prepares for the birth of
Bonnie. Mimi confronts Melissa about her friendship with Joseline. And all hell breaks loose when
the women in Joc's life come face to face.

9. Bachelor Bash

Stevie adjusts to being a new dad. Scrappy throws a party to celebrate his return to single life.
Momma Dee and Shirleen team up to pry into Kirk's affairs. Waka makes a grand romantic
gesture to win Tammy back. Joc checks Tresure for spreading his business in the streets.

10. Up in Flames

Joseline is back in action after the birth of Bonnie Bella. Rasheeda confronts her mother about her
behavior at Scrappy's party. The ladies come together to join forces to let go of their painful pasts.
KK convinces Tommie and her mother to give their relationship another try. Joseline and Karlie
finally agree to come face to face.

11. Keep It Real

Karlie and Joseline come to an understanding. Joseline goes to LA to co-host "The Real" and
surprises everyone by putting someone on blast on national TV. Stevie's new artist Estelita makes
some new and surprising friends, Karlie seeks revenge against Joc. Dime reveals a secret about
her love life. And Stevie has a shocking proposal for Joseline.

12. Jamaican Flavor

Waka moves back into the house, but is surprised by Tammy's independence. Rasheeda is
shocked by a surprise visitor who has news about Jasmine's baby, and seeks advice from a
special friend. The guys plot against the girls. And the girls' trip to Jamaica gets off to a rocky start
with forced face offs and uninvited crashers.
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13. Jamaican Me Crazy

The Jamaica drama continues as the boys crash the girls' trip. Kirk and Rasheeda finally talk.
Wigs are snatched when Tresure speaks out of turn. Dime gets the romantic surprise of a lifetime.
Back in Atlanta, Jasmine gets an unwanted visit from her pesky ex-boyfriend. And Joseline
reconsiders working things out with Stevie.

14. Reality Bites

A phone call from home brings the Jamaica trip to an abrupt end. Rod checks Logan, but has
questions for Jasmine. Joseline has a surprise proposal for Stevie. But it comes with stipulations,
and Stevie has some demands of his own. Karlie takes one relationship to the next level, and
destroys another.

15. When All Else Fails

Stevie deals with the fallout of Joseline's botched apology to his daughters. Tommie and Dime
agree to sit down to try and hash out their differences. Jasmine takes Kannon to get his DNA test,
and hopes that his father will do the same. With the help of the kids, Kirk surprises Rasheeda on
a cabin getaway, and he's brought some important documents along with him. KK gathers the
moms with hopes of helping Tommie and Samantha.

16. The End is Near

Kirk reaches his breaking point, and Rasheeda is rocked by the arrival of DNA test results. The
moms of Atlanta join forces to get Tommie and Samantha to deal with their issues. Joseline wants
Stevie to join her in NY and fire Estelita. Stevie makes a difficult decision, and Joseline's actions
come with consequences.


